12” Pedestrian Signal
Aluminum and Polycarbonate

Available in both international symbol and word legends
Designed for low maintenance and increased durability
Uses Standard Traffic Signal lamps
Completely Compatible with Standard Signal Hardware

GENERAL:
McCain pedestrian heads are designed to meet and exceed
ITE standards. They offer low maintenance and increased
durability and are completely compatible with standard signal
hardware.
ALUMINUM SIGNALS:
Die cast from aluminum alloy. Our in house die casting
foundry allows us complete control in maintaining the highest quality.
POLY SIGNALS:
Injection molded from ultraviolet and heat stabilized, flame
retardant, permanently colored polycarbone resins.
DOOR AND MOUNTING:
Injection molded from the same materials used in our polycarbonate signals (Aluminum door is not available). Each door
has two integrated hinge lugs mounted to the housing with
two stainless steel hinge pins. Positive latching is achieved
with stainless steel eyebolts and wingnut assemblies. A
moisture proof and dust tight seal is assured with an E.P.D.M.
rubber gasket fitted into the gasket channel molded into the
perimeter of the door.
REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY:
Bright specular aluminum, mounted to a swing out frame.
Coupling the lamp socket to the assembly is a spring loaded
bail wire. This design allows the removal and adjustment
possible without the use of any tools.

LENS:
Injection molded from ultraviolet and heat stabilized flame
retardant polycarbonate. The unit is available with ITE approved international symbol “Hand/Man” and “Walk/Don’t
Walk” legends. The “Hand/Don’t Walk” is Portland Orange
in color and the “Man/Walk” is lunar white in color.
VISORS:
Molded from extruded ABS sheet and attached to the pedestrian door with six stainless steel screws. They are available
in tunnel or cutaway style as specified.
PAINTING:
All exposed aluminum signal surfaces shall be cleaned
and powder coated. Standard colors are Dark Olive Green
FS595A 14056; Fed Yellow FS595A 13538; Dull Black
FS595A 37038. Custom colors are available upon request.
Ask for a color chart when ordering.
TERMINAL BLOCK:
Each signal is provided with a 6 section 12 terminal barrier strip. One sided with a “quick disconnect” terminal for
socket leads. The opposite with a screw clamp terminal for
field wiring.
WARRANTY:
The 12” Ped Signal is warranted against defect in materials
or workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of
original shipment.
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